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ON A FAMILY OF WEIGHTED SPACES 
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(Communicated by Miloslav Duchon) 
ABSTRACT. Let G denote a locally compact Abelian group with character 
group G. For 1 < p < oo, A (G) denotes the vector space of all complex-
valued functions in L1(C) whose Fourier transforms / belong to LP(G). A (G) 
is a Banach convolution algebra with the sum norm | | / | | p -= \\f\\i + | | / | |p / , [14]. 
Research on the spaces A (G) was initiated by W a r n e r [22]. Later, a num-
ber of authors such as, e.g., L a r s e n , L i u and W a n g [14], M a r t i n and 
Y a p [17], and L a i [13] worked on these spaces and a generalization to the 
weighted case was given by G ii r k a n 1 I [10], F e i c h t i n g e r and G ii r k a n 1 I 
[8]. The present paper deals with the more general case in which we also use 
the generalized Fourier transform of [5]: Ap^quJ(G) denotes the (Banach) space 
of functions in Lp (G), a weighted Lp-space, with Fourier transform in L2,(G), 
equipped with the sum norm \\f\\P;% = \\f\\PiW + | | / | | g , w . 
0. Introduc t ion 
Through this paper, G denotes a locally compact (non-compact, non-discrete) 
abelian group with dual group G, both written additively. Certain well-known 
terms such as Banach function space (BF-space), Banach module, Banach ideal, 
strong translation- and character-invariance, generalized character will be used 
frequently in the sequel; their definitions may be found, e.g., in [3], [6], [8], [18], 
[21]. CC(G) denotes the space of complex-valued, continuous functions with 
compact support. The main tool in the present paper is the Fourier transform 
denoted by " or by F \ two kinds of Fourier transforms will be used: The classical 
Fourier transform, cf. eg., [18], [19], and a generalized Fourier transform (cf. [5]) 
discussed below. The Fourier algebra {/ | / £ L1(G)} is denoted by A(G) and 
is given the norm \\f\\A — \\f\\i', here, / is the classical Fourier transform of 
feL\G). 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 43A15, 43A25. 
K e y w o r d s : Beurling algebra, Banach module, Banach ideal, BF-space. 
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Let now Q be a fixed open and relatively compact subset of G. We define 
S0(G) = {f\ f = ZLyJn, yneG, fneAQ, n>l, and D I / J U < 00} , 
( 1 ) 
where AQ = {h G A(G) \ supp(h) C ( ? } , and where Ly denotes the translation 
operator given by L f(x) = f(x - y). Any representation of / in the form (1) 
is called an admissible representation. It is known that S0(G) is independent of 
Q, ([4]). Endowed with the norm 
ll/IUo = -rf{ E I I / J U I / = ELyJn admissible} , 
S0(G) is the smallest strongly character invariant Segal algebra on G. It is well-
known that the Fourier transforms induce an isomorphism between S0(G) and 
S0(G), hence their transposes induce isomorphisms of their dual spaces (e.g., for 
the weak topologies). Thus the generalized Fourier transform is defined by 
(*J) = (*J) for feS0(G), a e S'0(G). 
Below we present some further details concerning this known construction. 
Through this note, we also will use Beurling weights, i.e., real-valued, mea-
surable and locally bounded functions w on a locally compact abelian group G 
which satisfy 
1 < w(x), w(x -f y) < w(x)w(y) for x,y G G . 
For 1 < p < oo, we set 
Lw(G) = {f\ fweL
p(G)}. 
Under the norm \\f\\PtW = ||/HIP>
 t n i s i s a Banach space embedded into LP(G). 
For p — 1, L1 (G) is a Banach algebra under convolution, called Beurling alge-
bra, cf. [18]. It is known that the maximal ideal space of Lw(G) can be identified 
with the space of all generalized characters n on G such that rj G Lw
D(G) and 
n(x) <w(x) l.a.e, cf. [21] and [16]. 
1. The spaces A^(G) 
The first lemma is a sharpening of a known result [5] and will be used in a 
number of arguments in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 1 < p < oc be given. For f G LP(G) and h G S0(G) f the 
integral 
(f,h):= J f(x)h(x)dx 
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converges, and (f,h) i—> (/, h) is a continuous bilinear form on LP(G) x SQ. 
Hence f \—> (/, •) is a continuous linear embedding LP(G) —> (S'0(G), || • ||) . 
P r o o f . The space S0(G) is continuously embedded into any of the L
q(G) 
spaces with 1 < q < oo. 
The lemma plays a role in the generalization of the classical Fourier transform 
to spaces such as LP(G), p > 1, in the following manner (see [5] and the remark 
in the introduction): It is known that the classical Fourier transforms FQ and 
FG induce isomorphisms S0(G) —> S0(G) and S0(G) —> S0(G) . Accordingly, 
their transposes fFG and
 lFG yield isomorphisms of the dual spaces S0(G) and 
S0(G). In fact, these maps are isometries of the dual spaces. One now defines 
F:LP{G)^S'0{G) 
as the composition of the map of Lemma 1.1 with 
%:S'0(G)->S'0{G). 
This is the precise meaning of the map / i—> / of the introduction, i.e., of the 
identity (/, h) = (/, h). For p = 1 or p = 2 the genemlized Fourier transform 
coincides with the classical one. • 
COROLLARY 1.2. FOT any weight function w on G. the form (•,•) restricts 
to a continuous bilinear form on LPU(G) x S0. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let 1 < p, q < oo and let tv, u be weight functions on G, 
G, respectively. We set 
^%(G) = {/ € L£(G) | / € L « ( G ) } 
and equip this space with the norm 
l l / l l ^ = l l / IU + ll/llg,w, 
where (") is the generalized Fourier transform [5]. 
We remark here that Ap^qLJ(G) clearly is continuously embedded into L
p
v(G), 
hence also into LP(G). Thus whenever the latter is continuously embedded into 
the locally convex vector space B , then so is Apl^
q
uj(G). As an example, we 
mention the following result, needed later: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let AC(G) = A(G)nCc(G) with the inductive limit topo-
logy induced by CC(G). Then A^
q
u(G) is continuously embedded into A!c with 
its w* -topology. 
Indeed, it is known that A!c = Q(G), the space of quasimeasures on G, and 
that LP(G) is continuously embedded into Q(G) (with its weak topology as the 
dual of D(G)) ([15]). 
The first structure result is the following: 
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THEOREM 1.5. (-4£«,(G), || • | | ^ J ls a Banach space. 
P r o o f . Let (/n) be a Cauchy sequence. Clearly, (fj is a Cauchy sequence 
in Lw(G), and ( / J is Cauchy in L^(G). Therefore, (fn) converges to some 
/ G Lpw(G) while (/n) converges to g G L%(G). To prove the theorem, we need 
to show that / = g. 
But this is obvious since / —> / is continuous from LW(G) into (S'0(G), \\ • ;|) . 
n 
LEMMA 1.6. For every f G Lw(G), x i—> Lxf is continuous G —> Lw(G), and 
if \\LX\\ denotes the operator norm, then \\Lx\\ w < w(x), for 1 < p < oc . 
P r o o f . Since H I ^ / H ^ < wP(x)\\f\\p,w, this proves second claim. Recall 
that CC(G) is dense in LW(G), and this lemma is true for all g G Cc(G). Hence 
a simple calculation shows that x H-> Lxf is continuous for all / G Lw(G). • 
PROPOSITION 1.7. For every 0 ^ / G LW(G), there exists c(f) > 0 such 
that c(f)w(x) < \\Lxf\\ < w(x)\\f\\p^w . Moreover, there is c > 0 such that 
cw(x) < \\Lx\\p9W <w(x). 
P r o o f . The upper estimate already is established in Lemma 1.6. For the 
lower one, recall from [8; Lemma 2.2] that for each / / 0, there is c1 > 0 such 
that cxw(x) < \\Lxf\\pw, i.e., such that cx < \\Lxf\\pw/w(x) (for every x G G). 
Accordingly, the set of such positive constants c1 is bounded, and we let c(f) 
be its supremum. Clearly, then, c(f)w(x) < \\Lxf\\ for x G G, proving the 
first part of the proposition. 
The inequality c(f) < \\Lxf\\p^w/w(x) leads to: 
<f)<\\Lx\\pJw{x) 
for every / ^ 0 such that | | / | |p i f J < 1. Here, the bound on the right is indepen-
dent of / , and thus, the proof is complete if we set 
c = s u p { c ( / ) | | | / | | ^ < 1 } . 
• 
Before returning to the spaces Aw
iq
u(G), we establish the following result 
concerning the multiplication operators Mt, t G G, on LW(G): 
LEMMA 1.8. LW(G) is strongly character invariant, and t —̂> Mtf is a con-
tinuous map G —> LW(G) for every f G LW(G) for 1 < p < oo. 
P r o o f . Since this lemma is true for all g G CC(G), and CC(G) is dense in 
L^ (G), the proof of this lemma is easy. • 
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THEOREM 1.9. Aw
,q
uj(G) is translation and character invariant. Furthermore, 
for each / 7- 0. there exists constant c(f), c(f) > 0 such that 
c(f)w(x) < \\LJ\\%% < w(x)\\f\\^ , c(f)co(t) < \\MJ\\%% < u>(i) | | / | |™ . 
Lastly, there are C, D > 0 such that 
Cw(x)<\\LJ^ <w(x), 
D^(t)<\\Mt\\l%<uj(t). 
P r o o f . Since \\LJ\\q^ = \\f\\qJU and | |M t / | |p > u ; = | | / | |Pi t i ; ) w > 1 and 
uj > 1 yield the upper estimates immediately in view of Lemma 1.6. 
For the lower estimates, note that 
c(f)w(x) < c(f)w(x) + \\f\\qtU < \\LJ\\PiW + \\f\\qiUt 
and similarly for Mt, where c ( / ) , c(f) are the constants from Proposition 1.7. 
Set now 
C = s u p { c ( / ) | | | / | |™ < 1 } , 
D = s u p { c ( / ) | | | / | |™ < l } , 
and the lower estimates follow immediately. D 
It is easy to prove the following proposition by Lemma 1.6. and Lemma 1.8. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. KOT every f G A^qUJ(G), the maps x i-> LJ, and 




a) KOT 1 < p < oo and any weight function w on G, L^(G) is a Banach 
convolution module ([8]) over Lw(G) under (/,g) i—• f*g. 
b) FOT 1 < q < oo and any weight function UJ on G, A^qu(G) is a Banach 
convolution module over Lw(G). 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that L^(G) and A^qu(G) are BF-spaces (i.e., 
Lw(G) and A%
q
u(G) are continuously embedded into L1
1
oc(G)). Hence, the proof 
is completed by Lemma 1.6, Proposition 1.10 in this paper, and Lemma 1.5 in 
[6]. 
Recall that A1^quJ(G) is a Banach convolution algebra [8]. By Proposi-
tion 1.6. (b), A^JG) is a Banach ideal within Lw(G), (i.e., A j j ^ G ) is con-
tinuously embedded into LW(G)). A trivial consequence of this: A%
q (G) is a 
Banach convolution module over A}\q (G). Set 
&w = {/ € Lw | supp( / ) is compact} . 
Then it is clear that A ^ C A%%(G). D 
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LEMMA 1.12. Suppose that w satisfies the Beurling-Domar condition (BD). 
Then a bounded approximate identity (shortly BAI, [8]) ( / J C Aw C LW(G) 
also yields an approximate identity (shortly AI) for Lw(G). 
P r o o f . Since the vector space CC(G) of continuous functions on G with 
compact support is everywhere dense in Lw(G), then, given g G LW(G) and 
e > 0, there exists a function / G CC(G) such that | | / - g|| < - ^ r , where 
C — sup | |eQ | |1 w. Using the above result we have 
a 
6 £ 
l l < / - e*9\\PlW < l l
e J l i , J I / ~ 9\\PtW < C^ = g • (1) 
It is known that Lw(G) has another approximate identity (ug)^eJ with compact 




using the inequality 
II a,J J Wp,w 
< ll</ - «/)%IU + IK(/%) - r^H + ll/% - /IU (2) 




and choosing a fixed /30 G J such that 
IKIkJIZ-EVlIp,™ < |> (;J) 
and 
ur«A, - /"p.. < 5' (4) 
one can find a0 G / such that | |e*/ — / | | < £ for all a > a0. Consequently, if 
one combines (1) and (4), one obtains 
\\<9 - giu ^ \\<9 - < / i u + I I < / - / i u + y - /UP,- < ^ • (5) 
D 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Suppose that w satisfies (BD). Then 
a) i 4 ^ ( G ) admits an approximate identity, bounded in LW(G) and with 
compactly supported Fourier transforms. Furthermore A^qiU(G) is an es-
sential Banach module ([8]) over Lw(G). 
b) Aw
,q
uj(G) does not admit a BAI in its own norm for 1 < V < oo. 
P r o o f . 
a) Let / G A™„(G) C Ifw{G). By Lemma 1.12, the BAI( / n ) C A*(G) is 
an approximate identity for L^(G), and so, given e > 0, | | / * / — / | | p ^ < e for 
sufficiently large n. 
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Since (/n) is bounded in Lw(G), the techniques used in the proof of [8; The­
orem 4.2] apply and show that also \\f*f - f\\quJ = | | / * / | | g > w < e for sufficiently 
large n. Evidently, this proves the first claim. 
One now concludes from [9; Corollary 2.3] that A^qUJ(G) is an essential Ba-
nach module over Lw(G). 
b) By assumption, G is non-discrete, i.e., G is non-compact. Therefore, 
\o\(K) for K C G compact becomes arbitrarily large. On the other hand, the 
proof of Theorem 4.2 of [8] shows that fn —• 1 uniformly on compact subsets of 
G. Thus, if K is compact, fnXK ~~* XK uniformly, and hence, in L
q
j(G)] then 
\\fnXKW% - WXKKU, = J">
 V O W - Lastly, 
\\fnXK\\%^J\fn(t)\"«>
q(t)*t = \\L\ Я q,u ' 
If these last norms were bounded, the set {vol(i\T) | K C G} would be bounded, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, (/n) cannot be || • ||^
, (^-bounded. D 
We now collect a few results concerning Banach module structures on A^q (G) 
with respect to pointwise multiplication by elements of suitable function algebras 
on G . As a beginning, we list some of these algebras: 
Recall that A(G) is the Fourier algebra F(L1(G)) of G . We also set Ac = 
A ( G ) n G c ( G ) , equipped with the inductive limit topology of its subspaces AK = 
A(G)nCK(G) topologized by || • \\A. This makes AC(G) into a T 2 locally convex 
vector space whose dual we simply denote by A! ; unless otherwise specified, A'c 
is given its weak topology a(Ac,Ac), a T 2 locally convex topology. It may be 
worthwhile, at this point, to recall that {g E LX(G) \ g £ AC(G)} is norm-dense 
in Ll(G), cf. [16; F7.c]. Consequently, AC(G) is dense in (-4(G), || • | | A ) . 
Generalizing these standard constructions, we next introduce the Banach 
spaces AU(G) = F(L^(G)), LJ an arbitrary weight function on G, with the norm 
llgIL = ll^lli LJ' With this, A"(G) is a Banach algebra under pointwise multipli-
cation. By analogy with the earlier definition, we set AC(G) = A
U(G) n CC(G), 
again equipped with the inductive limit topology TU of the subspaces 
AK(G) = A»(G)nCK(G) 
equipped with their norms. A@(G) is non-trivial if UJ satisfies (BD). We let 
Ac(G)' be the dual with the weak topology. 
We now define the vector space Aqj^w(G) and its norm || • | | ^ as in Defi-
nition 1.3 and establish the following important results concerning the Banach 
modules ^ ( G ) . 
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T H E O R E M 1.14. If w is symmetric (i.e., w(—x) = w(x)), then the Fount r 
transform is an isometry between the spaces Ap'qUJ(G) and A'^
p
r(G) . 
P r o o f . It is known t h a t Fourier t ransform is linear and one to one. Now. 
take any function g <G A(*jpw(G). Since g £ LW(G) and w is s y m m e t r i c then 
g G LPD(G), where g = g(—x). Hence we have g — g. T h a t means the Fourier 
t ransform is onto. One can also write | | / | | ^ = l l / | | ^ for all / £ AP;(^(G). 
This proves the theorem. • 
T H E O R E M 1.15. 
a) If uu is symmetric, then ApjqUJ(G) is a Banach module over A^(G) . 
b) If, in addition, uo satisfies (BD) . then the A^(G)-module Apw
q^(G) ad-
mits an approximate identity and is an essential Banach module. 
P r o o f . Since Aq,p (G) is a Banach convolution module over Ll (G) and 
the generalized Fourier t ransform tu rns convolution into pointwise multiplica-
tion, then (a) is easily shown by Theorem 1.14; (b) is a consequence of P ropo-
sition 1.13. • 
T H E O R E M 1.16. If w satisfies (BD) . then under a natural map, the maximal 
ideal space of Lw(G) is homeomorphic to the one of Aw
,q
u(G). 
P r o o f . As usual, (regular) maximal ideals are identified writh mult ipl icat ive 
linear forms on the Banach algebras under considerat ion, and hence, the m a p of 
the theorem becomes the restrict ion m a p . 
Firs t of all, since w satisfies (BD) , t hen A]^qu(G) is dense in Lw(G), and 
Theorem 24.B of [16] applies and shows t h a t under the restr ict ion map , the 
space of mult ipl icative f u n c t i o n a l on LW(G) is homeomorphic to a closed sub-
space of the maximal ideal space of A^quj(G). Therefore, it suffices to show t h a t 
restr ict ion is surjective: 
In t u rn , this will follow if we can show t h a t a mult ipl icat ive linear form F on 
Alv;
q
LJ(G) remains continuous in the L^(G)- topology. Since | F ( / ) | < ( | | / | | 
this amoun t s to es t imat ing the spectral norm in t e rms of the L ^ - n o r m . 
Let f*n denote t he n t h "convolution power" of / . T h e n 
iirii;*, < nr(B-1)ii1,„ii/iii,„ + i i r ^ / i u 
-iir^-^iii^n/iii^ + ii/^-^/ii^, 
and we wish to obta in a sui table bound on the second s u m m a n d : Since 
U 
' sp 
oo — <ll/lll<°°, 
l l / ^ / Ì U < \\řn-l)U\f\Lш < IIГ^IIill/ÌU < 
— H/l i l ,™ \\J \\q,u •> 
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and so we see t h a t 
( l l / l l i ; . ' L ) B P < l l / l l i , u , . 
i » < l ^ l i r X , L < \\f\WWfW*% y[elds t h e l a s t inequality after taking nth 
roots and the limit as n —> oo. 
Returning to F as above, the inequality now implies that |P"(j')l < ll/lli,™? 
and we are done. • 
Remark 1.17. Because of Theorems 1.16 and 5.6 in [21] the maximal ideal 
space of AlqLJ(G) may be identified with the space of "generalized characters" 
(with respect to w). 
The last part of Section 1 is concerned with inclusion relations between spaces 
of the form Apt)
q
Lj(G), and the first result is the following one: 
LEMMA 1.18. / / Ap^q] (G) C AP2'q2 (G), then the inclusion is continuous: 
J W\,UJ\\ / 1fJ2,Cc>2^ ' ; 
There exists a constant c > 0 such that 
||/-||P2,Q2 <c\\f\\Puqi 
i\J \\W2,U)2 — " J ''W\,UJ\ 
for every f e A^(G). 
P r o o f . Put ll/H = \\f\\Pw\% + ll/lftV* • Then a sequence (/„) is || • || 
Cauchy if and only if it is Cauchy for both original norms. Since A^'qi (G) and 
Aw22Q^ (G) a r e continuously embedded into LPl(G) and LP2(G) respectively, it 
follows that ( ^ ^ ( G ) , || • ||) is complete. 
It is clear that the || • ||-topology is finer than the original one, i.e., the two 
Banach topologies are comparable, hence coincide by the Closed Graph Theorem. 
This shows that the two norms are equivalent, and, in particular, that there is 
c > 0 such that || • || < c|| • H^1'^ , and this implies the required inequality. • 
THEOREM 1.19. Let p and q be fixed numbers satisfying 1 < p ,q < oo. Then 
Aw\,u>\(G) C Awlu,2(
G) */ and 0nlV {f W2 < Wl aTld U2
<UJ1' 
P r o o f . The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. The necessity follows 
using the preceding lemma: There now is c > 0 such that H / H ^ ^ < cll/llS^wi 
to* feAPJ^G). 
Using the result of Theorem 1.9 one sees that there are constants cx > 0 and 
c2 > 0 such that 
as well as 
c2w2(x) < \\LJ\\™i<Ut < w2(x)\\f\\™Ui 
for x G G. Therefore, 
c2w2(x) < c\\LJ\\™itUi < cWl(x)\\frwlUi . 
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Taking the supremum over H/HS,'*^ < 1 yields w2(x) < —wx(x) for x e G. 
The relation w2 < w1 is obtained in the same manner. • 
COROLLARY 1.20. Let p and q be fixed numbers satisfying 1 < p, q < oo. 
Then A™w (G) = A™w (G) i/ and on/y u7x « w2 and ux « CJ2 (i.e., £bere 
ex25t MVM2^K^K2 > 0 such that wx(x) < Mxw2(x), w2(x) < M2wx(x) and 
UJX(X) < K^^x), u2(x) < K2ux(x) for all x E G ) . 
Remark 1.21. Lemma 1.18 and the proof of Proposition 1.19 also show 
that, if Ap^iuJi(G) C -4£ 2%(G), then already w2 < wx and u2 < u, for 
1 <Pl,ql>P2>92 < °°-
The next proposition involves spaces Apl^
q
UJ(G) with fixed weights HJ, -O rather 
thctn fixed p , q: 
PROPOSITION 1.22. Assume that w satisfies (BD) and that w(t) —> oo as 
£ — » oo in G. If 
K\«(G)CA»«>(G), 
then q2 < q^ . 
P r o o f . The proof is a copy of the proof of Theorem 3.6 in [8] and is omitted. 
• 
THEOREM 1.23. Assume that 1 < p1 ,p2 ,r/1 ,r/2 < oo . wx, w2 satisfy (BD) and 
symmetric and w{ —> oo, u;i —> oo at infinity for i — 1,2. T/ien A^
1 '^ (G) = 
i4S?2',w2(
G) */ a n d o n / 2 / tf ™i ~ ™2 > ^ i ~ ^2 a n r f Pi = P2 > ̂ i =r 92 • 
P r o o f . If the corresponding weights are equivalent, and the exponents are 
equal, then equality of these spaces is evident. For the converse, if we use Re-
mark 1.21, we obtain that the corresponding weights are equivalent. Then, by 
Proposition 1.21, we have q1 = q2 since wx and w2 are symmetric, and the 
spaces AW^(G), A«J«Wi(G) and A^2(G), A«J2%(G) are isometric. Hence. 
AftSSG) = A%2%(G) if and only if A«J*Wi(G) = A%%2(6). Once again using 
Proposition 1.22 we obtain that px — p2. This completes the proof. • 
EXAMPLES. There are several interesting special cases of the space A.pi^
q
u;(G). 
The most important is the space 
<2 ,2 / in>™\ r - í"\U>m\ r^ j2( l) = Lw{R
m)r\L's{W
n), 
where L^(M.m) denotes the Bessel potential spaces of order s (see [20]) with 
u(y) = (l + \yfy. 
For more examples, we refer the reader to [8] and [10]. 
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